VIVO XI+
PUSHING BOUNDARIES
Key Selling Points

- Flagship 6.2" FHD+ 19:9 All Screen Design
  1080 x 2246 Resolution | 402ppi
  Gorilla Glass 3 Curved Glass Display

- Dual Rear Main Camera:
  16 Megapixel + 5 Megapixel with Flash

- Front Selfie Camera:
  16 Megapixel with Flash

- Mediatek Helio P60 with AI Technology
  2.0GHz Octa Core Processor

- 64/128GB of Internal Memory
  4/6GB of RAM
  MicroSD up to 128GB

- 3,050mAh Battery with
  Qi Wireless Charging Capability*
  5V/2A Type-C Quick Charge

- AI powered IR Laser 3D Face Recognition
  Encrypted Fingerprint Sensor

*Wireless Charger not included.
DESIGN

Designed To Lead

See more and hold less with the VIVO XI+ immersive FHD+ 19:9 all screen design. The VIVO XI+ has a narrow bezel so you can focus on the vivid and beautiful Full HD display.

A slim and ergonomic housing design with electrolyzed finish and a paper thin 7.8mm profile combined for an elegant and sexy look to be admired. Precise CNC machined out of a solid aluminum for structural integrity as well as excellent hand-held experience.

Available in Quick Silver and Midnight Black.
See Life Beyond Boundaries

The VIVO XI+ was designed with an ultra narrow bezel to showcase a graceful curved bodyline and enhance the end to end screen ratio.

This all-screen design provides unique comfort and a truly immersive experience.
A Truly Immersive Experience

The VIVO XI+ provides a true immersive experience with an advanced 6.2” FHD+ 19:9 display. 1080 x 2246 resolution pushes the spectrum beyond the limit to bring you the most vivid display. See all your videos and photos in the best possible quality.

19:9 ASPECT RATIO  81% SCREEN TO BODY RATIO  460 NITS OF BRIGHTNESS  1080 X 2246 RESOLUTION
CURVED GLASS

Sexy Curves!

Technology and design all in one incredible package. The VIVO XI+ incorporates the highest-grade material such as a curved glass touch panel to ensure excellent feedback and feel, as well as a liquid form factor.
Built To Take a Punch

The VIVO XI+ was designed with Corning Gorilla Glass 3 on the front panel, providing your device with an extra layer of armor to protect it from cracks and scratches.

Corning Gorilla Glass 3 withstands drops up to 2x's better than competing glass designs.
Brilliantly Engineered

Only the best for the best. The VIVO XI+ is powered with a flagship Mediatek 12nm P60 chipset with 4 ARM Cortex-A73 + 4 ARM Cortex-A53 up to 2.0GHz.

Built for today’s most demanding games and applications, power efficiency, and the most advanced AI features.

MediaTek helio | P60
2.0 GHz
OCTA-CORE PROCESSOR
**Processor Benchmark Scores**

- **BLU VIVO XI+**
  - MediaTek helio P60
  - Single Core: 1,504
  - Multi Core: 5,876
  - GEEKBENCH 4 Score: 137,967

- **MOTO G6 PLUS**
  - Qualcomm Snapdragon 660
  - Single Core: 866
  - Multi Core: 4,123
  - ANTIU Score: 90,342
Never Run Out of Space Again

With 128GB of internal memory and 6GB of RAM, the VIVO XI+ pack enough space for downloading all your favorite music, videos and photos. A built-in MicroSD slot allows for an extra 128GB of storage.
A Brilliant Photo Experience

With dual rear main cameras, the VIVO XI+ provides special effect tools, such as Portrait Mode for enhanced depth perception and object focus. Easily adjust the depth of field and check your photo before capturing it. With a 16 Megapixel + 5 Megapixel dual camera setup with PDAF laser focus, every picture will look stunning every single time.
SELFIE CAMERA

Embrace Your Best Self

The VIVO XI+ is equipped with a 16 Megapixel front camera to enhance self portraits to limits that are unheard of. Using 4-cell technology, which compounds 4 pixels into one sensor unit, it captures 4 times the amount of light, which improves the image quality, especially in low light.

16mp WITH FLASH
5P LENS
F2.0 APERTURE
Selfie Camera

Portrait Mode

In addition to several software enhancements, the VIVO XI+ 16MP supports portrait mode, which will provide an incredible depth-of-field effect.
WIDE ANGLE MODE

All-inclusive Shots

With the VIVO X1+’s wide angle Selfie, you can be sure to see the difference.

120°
WIDE ANGLE SELFIE
SOFTWARE ENHANCEMENT

Go Above and Beyond

Record your life in a different way. Amazing software modifications allow you to capture the photo you need for every occasion. Whether you need to touch-up a selfie, create a slow motion during a sky diving adventure or capturing a well-lit night scene, the VIVO X1+ can do it all.

GROUP SELFIE  PROFESSIONAL  PANORAMA

IMAGE+  TIME-LAPSE  NIGHT MODE  SLOW MOTION
Multitasking Like a PRO

Enjoy the ease of multitasking on the VIVO XI+’s split screen. Reply to messages simultaneously without missing the game. More efficiency, much smarter.
FACE ID RECOGNITION

A Phone Only Your Face Can Unlock

Access your phone easily with convenient technology that combines face recognition and iris scan. The VIVO XI+ has built-in AI by the Mediatek P60 chipset for instant unlock. When face recognition needs help, iris scan kicks in to verify you—and vice versa in all conditions.

LIVE 3D SCANNING
INFRARED DETECTION
ANTI-HACK PROTECTION
Unlock Your World Safely

Unlock your smartphone with the press of a finger for quick and access. The VIVO X1+ ensures total security for all your important applications and files.
The Ultimate Sound Experience

Equipped with state-of-the-art audio technology, the VIVO XI+ gets impressive theater-like sound thanks to DTS technology. With sound enhancements that include sweet highs, smooth alto mids and deep bass to enjoy music and videos to the fullest.
FAST CHARGING

Born Ready

Countless hours of entertainment are at your fingertips with the VIVO XI+’s 3,050mAh battery.

With the Vivo XI+ Quick Charger support, your device will be fully charged in less than 2.5 hours

3050 mAh
SUPER BATTERY
WIRELESS CHARGING

Cables Are A Thing Of The Past

Why get tangled down with a charger cable when you can easily place your VIVO XI+ on a pad. Compatible with any Qi Wireless Charging pad.

*Wireless Charger not included.
Globally Connected & Dual SIM

Stay globally connected with friends and family while traveling the world. The VIVO X1+ comes with 3G 850/900/1700/1900/2100, 4G LTE 1/2/3/4/5/7/8/12/17/28/66 to ensure you always have access to worldwide carrier coverage while you’re on the go. Take advantage of different voice and data plans for better rates, better coverage and separate bills with the VIVO X1+ Dual SIM slots.
The Latest & Greatest

BLU guarantees the VIVO XI+ will be upgraded to the next Google OS, Android P.

VIVO XI+ users will be able to download the latest Android Security patch by OTA (over-the-air).

Be on the look out for the most exciting upgrade to come!
Device Specs

**Technology**
- GSM Quad Band
- 3G: 850/900/1700/1900/2100
- HSPA+: 42Mbps
- 4G LTE: 1/2/3/4/7/12/13/17/28/66
- Cat 6 up to 300Mbps
- Android 8.1 Oreo

**Processor**
- MediaTek Helio P60 with AI Technology
- 2.0GHz Octa Core | 64 Bit
- With Mali-G72 GPU

**Memory**
- Internal 64/128GB | 4/6GB RAM
- MicroSD up to 64GB

**Display**
- 6.2” FHD+ 19:9 All Screen
- Curved Corning Gorilla 3 Glass
- 1080 x 2246 | 402ppi

**MediaTek helio | P60**

**Camera**
- Dual 16MP+5MP
- Main Camera w/Flash
- 16MP Front Selfie w/Flash
- Video Capture 1080p@30fps

**Battery**
- 3,050mAh
- 5V/2A Quick Charge
- Qi Wireless Charging*

**Connectivity**
- Bluetooth 4.1
- Wi-Fi 2.4GHz/5GHZ (a/b/g/n)
- Hotspot
- USB type-C

**Security**
- Laser 3D IR Face ID Recognition
- One Touch Fingerprint Sensor
- Encrypted File Management System

**VIVO XI+**
- Black (128GB+6GB) V0311WW 848958035121
- Black (64GB+4GB) V0310WW 848958035176
- Silver (128GB+6GB) V0311WW 848958035138
- Silver (64GB+4GB) V0310WW 848958035183

*Wireless charger not included.
BLU VIVO XI+
155 x 75.5 x 7.8mm | 199g
Android 8.1 OREO
Mediatek Helio P60 with AI Technology
2.0GHz Octa Core Processor with Mali-G72 GPU
64/128GB Internal Memory | 4/6GB RAM
6.2” FHD+ 19:9 All Screen Notch Display
1080 x 2246 resolution | 402 ppi
Dual Rear 16MP + 5MP with Flash
Front Selfie 16MP with Flash
Face ID Unlock, Fingerprint Sensor
Non-removable 3,050mAh Battery

HUawei P20
149.1 x 70.8 x 7.7mm | 165g
Android 8.1 OREO
Hisilicon Kirin 970
2.0GHz Octa Core Processor with Mali-G72 GPU
128GB Internal Memory | 4GB RAM
5.8” FHD+ 19:9 Notch Display
1080 x 2240 resolution | 429 ppi
Dual Rear 12MP + 20MP with Flash
Front Selfie 24MP with Flash
Fingerprint Sensor
Non-removable 3,400mAh Battery